"Let's shape the future of green corporate mobility" We are MOBIKO a B2B Mobility as a Service (MaaS)
Start-up from Munich.
Driven by digitalisation,
urbanization and they need for greater sustainability we
are at a turning point when it comes ecological and
economical responsibility. And as our Slogan says we
are working on the future of sustainable mobility.

MOBIKO stands for Mobilitätskontingent, which is the
German word for mobility budget. Enabling
employers to provide a more flexible mobility
solutions by providing the MOBIKO mobility budget is
how we got started. But we are striving for more and
continue to build the #1 corporate mobility platform
for flexible, contemporary and more sustainable
mobility. That's why we say LET US shape the future
of green corporate mobility - we need you as a

(Junior) Backend Developer (m/f/d)
Cologne area | Remote | 40h | as of now

And when we say Backend Developer, we
hope that:
• you are excited about learning new things, technologies and
constant improvement
• you enjoy your work and have no problems to motivate
yourself - especially if you are working from home
• you have a degree in in computer science or finished an
apprenticeship (e.g. the german "Fachinformatiker für
Anwendungsentwicklung")
• you made your first experiences with Typescript and NodeJS
(Bonus: You already worked with NestJS, Feather.js,
Loopback or similiar)
• you have an interest in software architecture and databases
• you like patterns, different programming styles (e.g.
functional programming, aspect oriented programming etc.)
and clean code
• you have good English skills and you can use them
constantly to work with our team 😉😉

MOBIKO Tech Stack
At MOBIKO, we believe that technology can
(and should) change over time. This is why
we are not dogmatic about our
technologies and use whatever is
pragmatic, fast and fitting to our use
cases.
Our current Tech stack consists of
•
•
•
•

VueJS for the Front-End and PWA
NodeJS with NestJS on the Backend
PostgreSQL as Database
AWS and Azure with Docker and
Kubernetes

If that is the case in return we will not only offer you a job but,
Work-Life-balance
MOBIKO is, wherever the people are. This is why everybody has Home Office per default and we
only search in some regions to be able to get together from time to time. If you don‘t have fixed
appointments, you can work however it fits into your team.
Events
Although everybody works from wherever it's feasible, it's nice to meet the team from time to
time. This is why we regular team offsites where we get to know each other better and spend a
nice time together.
Benefits
How can you make a good product, if you don't use it? You don't know? We neither! This is why
you get your own MOBIKO mobility budget as benefit when you start working for MOBIKO. Use it
with one of the plenty mobility options the world has to offer.
Perspective
We at MOBIKO believe in our employees. This is why we don't have temporary contracts at
MOBIKO. If everybody thinks it's a good idea to work together after the trial period, we hope to
establish a long term relationship.
Culture
We empower our employees to their best by making sure everyone enjoys what they do. We
communicate openly, give honest feedback, encourage new ideas and value each individual.
Equipment
We believe, that everybody should work with the tools that are most productive. This is why you
can choose to have a Mac or a Windows System with WSL2.
We got you convinced that this should be your next job?
Perfect, get in touch by e-mailing a few lines about yourself and your CV to you@mobiko.de.
Leander is looking forward to receiving you application.

